
200 POINTS:

Pose with statue/
Sculpture

Rules:
 

Remember! Even when we are having fun, we represent
Apex, Crossview Church and MOST IMPORTANTLY Jesus!

 
- Teams consist of 3+ Family or friends

- Top 3 teams with the most points WIN!
- Leave the police and firefighters alone.

- when posting to social media, use #apexscavengers
so we can follow along!
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W/ license plate from
Florida, Texas, California,
Alaska, or New York

Holding a copy of today's
newspaper. 

Bonus 100 if YOU are upside
down while reading

Picture of entire team with
facial hair (drawn on,
painted on, glued on, etc) 

Under the Apex sign

Team member being
pushed in shopping cart

Crossing Crosswalk like
the Beatles "Abbey Road" 

Entire team on trampoline
bonus 50 if one team
member is upside down

Walking Pet on leash

An "I Can't believe we all
fit in here!!" photo

Entire team reading a
book at the library.

Bonus 50 if it's a classic

At a coffee shop drive thru

Wearing an outrageous
outfit from Goodwill

Holding a stranger's hand
bonus 200 if the stranger is
holding a sign that says " I
love Apex Youth Group!"

Bonus 100 if it's not a dog

Bonus 50 if you get an adult
to read it to you. 

Bonus 50 if worker poses

Bonus 200 if you purchase
the car's order behind you

Bonus 50 if outside car

Bonus 50 if it's has neon in it

(EACH) (EACH)

Bonus 200 if it's a stranger's pet

bonus 50 for each member
who does it barefoot



With ice cream item from the Culvers on 8th st. 

4 strangers spelling out
YMCA

A picture of "See-food"
(It's gotta be spam or
sardines or baby food...
something with meat in it)

500 POINTS:

300 POINTS:
(EACH)

Prizes will be awarded to the top 3 teams
to be considered, send list of complete tasks 

(or screen shot and mark this page) and all photos to:

AND post photos to a team member's social media profile with:
#Apexscavengers

cale@crossviewrapids.org
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S Bonus 50 for each
additional team member in
the same picture eating the
repulsive meat!

Team having "memorial
service" for roadkill.

Bonus 100 if you attach a
"Get well soon" balloon to it. 

Team Standing barefoot
in Wazeecha. With a live farm animal

Bonus 500 if Cale's in the photo with you. He'll be
there from 5pm-6pm on 5/5.
Bonus 50 points for every extra team member with
ice cream

Entire team "chalk outline"
(google it)

Bonus 50 if you add
hashtag underneath

(Video) explaining to a stranger why you love Apex

Bonus 300 if it's at least 25 seconds

prizes will be given at Apex "Schools out Skate night" at Skate City on 6/9 (5-8pm)

penalty of 100 if ENTIRE team
is not pictured
Bonus 100 if up to knees


